
CAMBRIDGE
Charity and Community in
Medieval Cambridge
1200-1500
MIRI RUBIN
This study breaks new ground in our understanding of medieval society
through an examination of its charitable activities. In a detailed study of
the forms in which relief •was organised in medieval Cambridge and
Cambridgeshire, the book unravels the economic and demographic
factors which created the need for relief as well as the forms in which
the community offered it. 379pp. 0 521 32392 4 £30.00 net
Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought: Fourth Series 4

The English Reformation Revised
Edited by CHRISTOPHER HAIGH
This collection of essays seeks to bring some of the most recent and
innovative work on the English Reformation to the attention of teachers
and students, and to show how a new understanding of the subject can
be built up from work which has so far been hidden away in technical
academic journals.

235pp 0 521 33337 7 Hard covers £22.50 net
0 521 33631 7 Paperback £7.95 net

A Protestant Vision
William Harrison and the Reformation of Elizabethan England
G.J.R. PARRY
The thought of William Harrison, a well-known Elizabethan intellectual,
is dealt with in this book. Drawing on a previously unknown manuscript
source, it shows how his Protestant mentality reveals a coherent world-
view based upon a particular view of history which he applied to many
areas of contemporary concern.

360pp. 0 521 32997 3 £27.50 net
Cambridge Studies in the History and Theory of Politics

Pastor and Laity in the Theology of
Jean Gerson
D. CATHERINE BROWN
An exploration of the pastoral teaching of Jean Gerson, Chancellor of
the University of Paris from 1395 to 1429. By examining his sermons
and writings for the laity and parish priests about their roles as pastors,
preachers and confessors, the book throws light on what the late
medieval, pre-Reformation church was teaching the laity, and also on
popular religious mentality in the period.

368pp. 0 521 33029 7 £35.00 net
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Pastors and Pluralism in
Wiirttemberg, 1918-19^3
David J. Diephouse (^

Moving beyond earlier explanations of why the Protestant church
opposed the Weimar Republic, David Diephouse emphasizes the _,
social role of the church rather than its direct political activity * '
While churchmen wanted a privileged status consonant with their 7
historic role in the monarchy, they also hoped^tefinAa "living. t >'
parish" by embracing the diverse constituenciesf||$eimar J "j. •$ \?
Diephouse focuses on Wiirttemberg and showis;thii!r§yen m south 1
Germany most clergy failed to develop a coherent^ense pi institu-
tional purpose in the pre-Hitler era "-jUT0- / / , *
Cloth: $55.00 ISBN 0-691-05501-7 ^S'J'tf x
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